
Comments Regarding SB 459- from Texas Tire Dealers Association 
 

We have reviewed SB 459.  Since it directly impacts our tire dealer members we would like to offer 

comments and questions concerning the proposed legislation.  As the bill stands TTDA is 

opposed to the proposal.  The following are our concerns.   
 

1. Requirement of $100,000 bond 

This is an excess amount required to register as a transporter.  Tire dealers would also be required to 

register.  This provision would price many small legitimate business operators out of the market.  

The market would be controlled by the large transporters and the limited options would drive up the 

cost of hauling for the tire dealer.   
 

2.    Requiring tire dealers to create a manifest. 

Creating a manifest is required for transporters in TAC title 30, Chapter 328.57 and 328.58.  The 

form required in this bill is a separate form created by the TCEQ that provides a tire dealers 

customer be REQUIRED to sign to be able to retain his own property (scrap or used tire).  What 

action is required of a tire dealer if the customer refuses to sign the form but insists that he be able 

to take a tire that is his legal property?  This will justifiably put tire dealers in a confrontational 

situation with their customers.   
 

3. Storing in “fully enclosed” area or container secured by locking. 

Fully enclosed requires the area or container to have a roof, not just locked up in a fenced area.  

This would create a financial burden for small businesses to build fully enclosed storage facilities 

for scrap tires.  Dealers now secure the scrap tires in a locked area.  
 

Other Comments/Questions: 
- The tire dealers pay transporters for the legal disposal of scrap tires - as regulated by 

Title 30, Chapter 328.57 of the TAC and enforced by the TCEQ.  There is no shortage of 

rules governing this issue and fines for non-compliance. 

- Currently all tire dealers have specific requirements for the disposal of scrap tires using 

the registered transporters.  The enforcement body is the TCEQ under provisions of the 

Texas Health and Safety Code, Section 361.112 addressing the storage, transportation 

and disposal of scrap tires (note section g).  Let’s enforce the regulations and laws all 

ready on the books.  

- This proposed legislation has a very direct; onerous and costly impact on the small, 

independent tire dealer businesses in the state of Texas.  Yet no effort was made to 

contact the Texas Tire Dealers Association concerning the intent, language or provisions 

of this bill.  No tire dealer member was asked for comments or input prior to the 

introduction of the bill.  As direct stakeholders our input would have been important. 

- To write legislation that authorizes action by a district attorney for mishandling 

paperwork on scrap tires seems somewhat overzealous on an all ready burdened system.   

- In Section 4, the bill breaks down the differences between “Scrap tire transporter” and 

“Used tire transporter” and then references the requirement for those two transporters to 

be registered with the commission unless they are a retreader.  First, the bill doesn’t 

specify the definition of a retreader.  For instance, what about a company doesn’t have a 

retreading manufacturing facility, that is outsourced and yet they pick up casings to be 

retreaded.  Are they a retreader?  This is also concerning in many instances a when 

picking up casings for retreading, you really don’t know if it is a casing or a scrap until 

the tire can be checked by the retreading equipment.  Is a retreader, who chooses not to 

register with the commission and deal with scrap, in violation if he picks up what he 

believes to be a casing that turns into scrap? 


